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Product information    TECHNICAL DATA SHEET   

MTN Liquid. 
200 ml / 6.76 FL OZ.  216 g / 7.61 OZ.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Permanent paint formulated with solvent-based, fast drying acrylic resins and leafing 
pigments of a metallic appearance. 

FEATURES

-  Fast drying.
- Excellent adherence.
- Does not contain lead or other heavy metals.
- Excellent metallic finish.
- Good covering capability.
- Easy to apply with a paint brush or air brush.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

- Shake the product well before use so the mixing balls mix the pigment. 
- Degrease the surface prior to application.
- Store in a dry place and avoid high temperatures.
- Use in well ventilated areas.
- Request material safety data sheet.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Color:    Silver, Gold, Copper
Dry to the touch (ASTM D-1640 ISO 1517): 15 min
Completely dry (ASTM D-1640 ISO 1517): 12 min
Thinner:    Aromatic blend 
Paint’s temperature resistance:  150ºC
Product life: 6 years

* Date of last revision:: 16/11/2016

COLORS

APPLICATIONS

Very suitable for the painting of any type of surface to give a metallic and strong  
decorative appearance. Very suitable for visual arts.

- Refill for all types of solvent resistant markers.
- Sign painting and graphic arts.
- Industry. Marking parts.

Paint has low resistance to exterior use and to scrubbing, resulting in the loss of its 
metallic appearance. May not be varnished or repainted with other solvent based paints 

due to its aluminum leafing contents that would eventually bleed through to the surface. 

APPEARANCE  

LABEL    

COD. BARRAS

Plata Oro Cobre

PACKAGING

Capacity 200 ml.
Heat resistance of packaging: <50ºC 
Propellant: DME

Caja (6 unidades)
179 X 124 X 120 mm.
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Company certified according to quality standard
ISO 9001:2000
ISO 14001:2004
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